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On the last day of Lin Hao's wedding, all parties are preparing in full swing, You Zi Fei, You Xi,
You Jia, Lin Hao, Lin Yan, Old Madam Lin, Dao Yi, Night Yi, Jun Wu Jing ...... and so on and

so forth, this time is the marriage of the two thousand years of China's two warlords, the
impact is really too far-reaching.

The union of the two thousand-year-old warlords, especially those who have access to

the top circles of Huaxia, is a shocking and cautious one. The first time I saw this, I thought it
would be a good idea to go back to the days when I was a kid.

The reason for this is that when Lin Hao was the head of the Lin family, most of the
people had already been to Yanjing once before, and this time the scope of the impact was even

bigger and more people were affected, and no one dared not pay attention to this event. ......

At five o'clock in the morning, the Yanjing Lin family and the You family were already

surrounded by people. The entire family base of the You family was decorated with red satin

and lanterns, and was very festive.

In her room, she was wearing a long red dress with a red hairpin on her head. She was
sitting quietly in front of her dressing table, waiting for Lin Hao's arrival. ......

In the Lin's ancestral home Lin Hao's room, Lin Hao was dressed in black? The first

time I saw him, he was in the middle of the night. The suit, looking gloomy to the extreme in

the direction of the You family, Lin Yan and Mo Yuntian stood at his door waiting.



"Let's go ......" Lin Hao gloomy said a sentence, outsiders absolutely can not imagine,
today's groom dissatisfaction with the marriage today to the extreme, there is no little happy
expression on the face, and the whole body is filled with monstrous hostility! The depths of the
eyes are even ice-cold killing machine in the crazy surging ......

The next moment, the Lin family's caravan drove Lin Hao toward the You family. The
Lin family was separated from the You family by dozens of miles, but the roads were covered
with red carpets, and both sides of the road were filled with red rose petals. Just as Lin Hao
looked at the scene on the road in front of him, the haze on his body became heavier, and the

murderous intent in his eyes became more intense.

Wherever the Lin family fleet passed, there were people on both sides of the road

watching, and those people were even more excited than Lin Hao, the groom. The Lin family's
ancestral home is spacious enough to welcome tens of thousands of guests today. This wedding,
just like the one requested by Princess You Zifei, no matter the scale or the identity of the
guests, or in every aspect, it was better than Lin Hao's in Heaven. It was even more grand than

the one Lin Hao held for Shen Siyan in the Heavenly Sea. ......

It was just that the hatred in Lin Hao's eyes was even more intense as he watched all of
this. His injuries were still very heavy, and his face still looked very pale, and even now when

Lin Hao went to greet Concubine You Zi, he was still suppressing the intense pain in his body.

To Lin Hao, this wedding between him and Concubine You was a forced act by

Concubine You and her master against him and the Lin family. Those two had personally forced
Lin Hao to give up Shen Shiyan to marry Concubine You ZiFei! And you know that now Shen

Xiyan is still beaten by Cang unconscious in an unknown place, resuscitation.



Shen Suyan is seriously injured and unconscious, and even has a life-threatening
condition, but as her husband, as the one she loves most in her life, Lin Hao is now forced to

marry someone else! The hatred in Lin Hao's heart was already immense! The day before

yesterday, Princess You Zifei killed several hundred warriors in the Lin Clan's ancestral home,
and now her goodwill in Lin Hao's heart is gone, and even Lin Hao has killed Princess You Zifei,
as well as her mysterious master, Cang, Lin Hao will not let any of them go!

"Father, has everything been arranged for my sister's side?" Lin Hao sat in the car and
asked Lin Yan, who was sitting beside him, in a low voice.

Lin Yan nodded with a heavy face: "Well, almost, but the other party is very powerful,
we have to be careful, do not be impulsive yet, everything to see how things develop, today we
are prepared, but the other party will definitely be prepared ......".
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Lin Yan's eyes were deep and his face was heavy, and late last night, Lin Hao had a long, long,
intimate talk with him. How could the two most outstanding heads of Lin's contemporary
family be coerced? And now for the Lin family, You ZiFei, the You family, and that mysterious

Cang are all enemies of the Lin family. Although that Cang is powerful, he is not impossible to
deal with, as long as he is still human! After all, the development of modern industry, has too
many means to kill the enemy.

Lin Hao nodded, eyes have a cold mane stirred: "father, others I do not care, as long as
you and grandmother can safely retreat to Western Europe on the good, I do not have to worry
too much about this side, I also have some arrangements ......" Lin Hao took a deep breath low

said.



Lin Yan's eyes flashed a trace of gravity and complexity, and looked deeply at Lin Hao.
He said: "Hao'er, you should know your grandmother, your grandmother's character has been
strong and fierce all her life. I still say, if things don't work out today, then no matter what
happens, you have to live, and only if you live will our Lin family have hope. Of course I'm
talking about if things really come to that ......".

At this point, Lin Yan's eyes were even more complicated and reluctant, his throat
swelled and he said: "If ...... really comes to that point, you must do something to save yourself.
No need to consider us ...... no need to ......"

Lin Hao frowned deeply, but didn't answer Lin Yan's words. If You Zi Fei hadn't killed
Lin's people that day, there would still be room for détente between the You family and the Lin

family. But now the two sides have evolved from being friends to enemies. Because that was
the Lin family's hundreds of human lives, said the basic are Lin family cultivated combat forces,
warriors, dead soldiers. But that is also a part of the Lin family, not to mention the Lin's
previous civil unrest, the Lin's branch of the important people have all been annihilated, the
entire Lin's originally not many people. A small half of those hundreds of warriors had been

defending the Lin family for decades, and in Lin Hao and Lin Yan's hearts, those people were
already part of the Lin family!

An hour later, the Lin family's convoy drove into the gate of the You family, Lin Hao
Lin Yan Mo Yuntian Lin Bancheng several Lin family bigwigs, two generations of the Lin
family's head, personally to pick up You Zi Fei, it can be said that now the Lin family in

addition to Mrs. Lin, the highest level of people, today are over, in front of outsiders to give the
You family full face. It is not difficult to find out that none of the Lin Clan's people who came
over today had a happy face. So the crowd that had gathered around the You family also

quieted down, and one by one, they all felt that something was very wrong with today's
wedding. ......

The You Clan and the Lin Clan, a great family with a thousand years of heritage, their
marriage is more likely to follow ancient rituals than the kind of noise of modern marriage.



"The You family master is serious ......" Lin Yan gloomy face, coldly returned a sentence.

"Er ......"

"Where is Princess You Zifei?" The company's products and services have been

recognized by the industry for their quality and reliability.

You can't be sure that you're not going to be able to do anything about it, but you can't
be sure that you're not going to be able to do anything about it, because you're not going to be
able to do anything about it.

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the

public. The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the

public. The family head told us to roll, then we roll, it's not that I'm not willing to marry Lin's,
it's that you You're not willing to marry!"

Lin Hao said he turned around and walked away, but as soon as he reached the door, his
body suddenly paused in place. It felt like a big mountain was instantly pressing down on his

body, making it difficult for him to breathe.

"Lin Hao's mouth overflowed with a trace of bright red blood under the strong pressure.
The next moment Lin Hao turned back, and then he saw an old figure sitting on the main seat in

the living room of the You family. It was You Zifei's master, the same ...... Cang who had
injured him, Lin Yan, and Shen Xiyan three days ago!



"Oh, you can try a step further ......" Cang smiled coldly and looked at Lin Hao and said.
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"It's you!" ...... in? The first thing that you need to do is to take a look at the following The

moment Lin Hao saw Cang appear, instantly the momentum on his body boomed, it was
impossible to suppress, eyes are also instantly blood red, today, between him and Cang can be

considered a blood feud!

"Hao'er, don't be impulsive ...... "At this moment Lin Yan looked at Lin Hao, who was
about to lose control, and quickly shouted at him. The Lin family has only a few people, and
this is the home base of the You family. And this is still the You family's home base! Lin Yan
shouted anxiously as he hurriedly rushed over to Lin Hao.

But the moment Lin Hao saw Cang, he simply couldn't control the monstrous anger and
hatred in his heart. Almost subconsciously, his reasoning disappeared, and he used all his

strength to rush towards Cang. Lin Hao, who was under the outburst, Lin Yan couldn't catch up
with him, nor did he stop him.

"Heh ...... "Cang's mouth curled up with a disdainful smile, not even moving a bit,
looking at Lin Hao's eyes filled with mockery, in his eyes Lin Hao this kind of approach is

simply not self-important! There was no threat to him.

Bang ...... But in the next moment, as soon as Lin Hao arrived in front of Cang, before
his fist hit Cang, a long, white hand was fiercely printed on his chest, and in a moment Lin

Hao's forward form flew straight backwards, and in mid-air he began to spray blood outwards,
and the wounds on his body were instantly torn open.



"You Zi Fei!!!" Lin Hao looked at the moment appeared in front of Cang, wearing a big
red wedding dress You Zifei fiercely roared, roar mixed with a monstrous hatred! Rage of the
sky!

You Zifei's face was cold to the extreme, and in a flash, she rushed in front of Lin Hao

and slapped Lin Hao again ......

...... This time Lin Hao vomited even more blood, his face instantly pale as paper, and
there was a heart-rending pain on his body, the palm of the You Zi Fei did not show any mercy

at all, that is, the full force, Lin Hao's newly repaired meridians were once again shattered by

You Zi Fei. Lin Hao's entire body began to spew out a mist of blood.

"The blood and tears in his eyes flowed wildly downward, and his heart was filled with

endless unwillingness, monstrous anger and bone-deep hatred.

"Hao'er ......" Lin Yan saw that Lin Hao was severely injured by a blow from You Zi Fei,
and hurriedly helped Lin Hao up. The two eyes stared at You Zi Fei, hating to swallow You Zi

Fei alive.

You Violet Concubine You looked at Lin Hao coldly and slowly said: "So you don't want
to marry me so much, in that case, I don't care whether you live or die! Since you want to die,
I can fulfill your wish, it's not impossible to kill you first and then kill that Shen Shiyan. And
I've already sent someone to Tiannanhai River City so that you can be reunited together!"



The first thing I noticed was how strange it was to see you, Lin Hao. Such a woman with
a heart like a snake and scorpion ...... Lin Hao clenched his teeth and gasped violently, but at
this moment he could only forcibly endure, endure, endure ......

"Lin Yan's former master, if you are ready, we can leave now. I will ask you one last time,
to go ...... or not?" You Zifei did not pay any attention to Lin Hao, who looked at her with eyes

filled with hatred. At the same moment, when she looked into Lin Hao's eyes, they were also
filled with hatred.

"You! Yes! Yes! Yes! ...... "Lin Yan supported Lin Hao, his heart was filled with grief and

anger, and he couldn't help but spit out a mouthful of blood at once.

The next moment Lin Yan shouted at the Lin family members who came behind him to
greet Princess You Zi, "Go! The Lin Clan, welcome the daughter of the You Clan back to the Lin
Clan! Go!"

Lin Yan yelled, and then assisted Lin Hao to walk out little by little, every step Lin Hao
took left a bloody footprint underneath him, Lin Yan quickly put two healing pills into his
mouth, but Lin Hao's current state, his whole body is still trembling, and he doesn't even have
the strength to speak, even if Lin Yan wasn't assisting him at the moment, he wouldn't even be
able to walk. ......
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Lin Yan in front of the support Lin Hao walked out, behind the You Zi Fei turned around in a

bright red wedding dress, to Cang deep worship: "Master, I'm sorry, I did not do well, I
apologize to you ......" You Zi Fei finished again a bow in the end.



"The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its

customers. From now on, Master will find you a better one, how about it?" Cang smiled and said
slowly to You Zi Fei.

You Zi Fei body trembled, standing in front of Cang, head lowered a little more, softly
said: "Thank you master, but this matter please let Fei'er to decide on her own, even if you want
to kill, please let me do today after the wedding. Otherwise, the disciple's heart is not
smooth ......"

Cang slowly nodded his head: "Well, can ...... then go. The first thing you need to do is

to take a look at the company's website and make sure that you are aware of what you are doing.
The first thing you need to do is to take a look at this. Just die ......"

The first time I saw it, I thought it was a good idea to take a look at it, but I didn't.
"Okay, Concubine is thankful to Master ......" You Zi Fei once again bowed deeply to Cang, and
when she looked up again, Cang, who was just sitting in front of her, had disappeared. In the
perception of You Zi Fei, Cang's breath has been rushed towards the Lin family ......

Wearing a red wedding dress and a red hairpin on her head, but not even a red cap,
Concubine You Zifei walked to the door and stood beside Lin Hao. When she stood with Lin

Hao, she sensed his rushing hostility and cold killing intent.

You Zifei took a step forward, stood more parallel to Lin Hao, reached out and took Lin

Hao's arm, and led him outside. You Zi Fei looked at the extremely quiet crowd in front of the
You family and whispered to Lin Hao, "Are you going to finish this wedding with me, or am I

going to kill those people in the south right now?"



Lin Hao's body trembled, endured severe pain, and gritted his teeth and said to Lady

You Zi, "Lady You Zi, I've never seen anyone as vicious as you! I will regret meeting you for the
rest of my life ......"

Buzz ...... After Lin Hao said this, the body of You Zifei shivered violently. No one saw,
a tear violently fell down from the corner of her eye ......

Ten minutes later, at the entrance of the Lin Clan, the Lin Clan people were standing on
two sides. The gray-haired Mrs. Lin was standing at the entrance of the Lin Clan's ancestral
home, leaning on her crutches and looking forward .......

At this time, the air in front of the naked eye is rapidly fluctuating, and if you

concentrate your mind, you will find that the air in front of you has a circle of human ripples

rapidly spreading towards here, and at this moment, Old Mrs. Lin, who is standing at the
entrance of the Lin Clan's ancestral home, is staring at the human ripples that are constantly
surging over .......

Amidst the endless ripples of humanoid shapes, Cang's figure was rapidly moving

toward the gate of the Lin Clan's ancestral home. He was confident that outsiders wouldn't see
his figure, and that he would be able to enter the Lin Clan without the Lin Clan's people noticing.
But now he saw the old lady standing at the entrance of the Lin Clan's ancestral home. Cang
didn't know what to think, but he suddenly stopped.

In the next moment, when Cang stopped, a meter in front of Old Lady Lin slowly

revealed Cang's figure, and Cang looked at Old Lady Lin with great interest, "Are you waiting
for me?"
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"Where is Lin Zhantian's corpse?" Old Mrs. Lin gazed at Cang and asked him, "What do you

need a corpse for?

Cang's lips curved up in a smile: "People are dead, and they've been dead for decades, so
what do you need a corpse for?"

Old Mrs. Lin, however, continued to ask, "Tell me about ......."

Cang recited for a moment, the corner of his mouth hooked up a wry smile, and his

figure slowly disappeared into the side of Old Mrs. Lin and rushed into the Lin ancestral

home .......

"The reason why she is standing here today waiting for Cang to ask a question is because
a few years ago, when she was cleaning Lin Zhantian's tomb in the back of the Yanjing

Mountains, she saw a figure from afar. The reason why she is standing here today waiting for

Cang to ask her question is because a few years ago when she was cleaning Lin Zhantian's grave
in the mountains behind Yanjing, she had seen a figure from afar. That figure was wearing a long
black robe and a mask on his face. At that time, the figure resembled Lin Zhantian. But when
Old Madam Lin chased after him, the figure fled at great speed. ......

Previously, Old Lady Lin had always thought that Lin Zhantian was dead. But that time
she had doubts in her heart, and over the past few years she has been recalling that scene in her

mind and heart, bit by bit. The suspicion in her heart became even deeper. The suspicions in
Old Lady Lin's heart had never been told to anyone from start to finish. The strange smile of
Cang in front of her just now made old Mrs. Lin think of something more.



An ice-cold wind blew, and old Mrs. Lin's body trembled, slowly spreading a deadly

intent on her old body. Yes, this winter is not over yet, she no longer has the heart to hold on

any longer ......

But at this moment, Cang, who has already entered the interior of the Lin Clan's
ancestral home and is sitting on the main seat in the Lin Clan's ancestral hall, stretched out his
hand and stroked his chin, saying to himself, "What's the point of asking that question? Dead

is dead, or did she read something? ......"

Old Mrs. Lin stood alone at the front door of the Lin's house? The company's main
business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers. The first thing you
need to do is to take a look at the car and see that it's not just the car, it's also the car. The first
thing you need to do is to get out of the car and walk over to her. Old Mrs. Lin didn't want to
see Concubine You again, so she turned around and went back to the Lin family's ancestral
home with a cold snort.

The old lady Lin went in, but there were still a lot of people standing at the gate who
came to the wedding, all of whom were either big shots or giants from different walks of life.
These people looked at the pale Lin Hao and the cold-faced Lady You Zifei as they walked in.
One by one, they stopped making any sound and were extremely quiet.

Because everyone had a feeling that this wedding today, it was not like a wedding,
instead it was more like a funeral, yes, a funeral!

The atmosphere was incomparably bizarre, and none of the people present had ever

attended such a wedding before in their lives. And those who know something about it, their
hearts are even more unstable, and they always feel like something big will happen at the

wedding today.



The two slaps he endured at the You family's home were the result of the full force of
the You Violet Concubine, and now his injuries are still worsening. The cold sweat dripping from
the entire body, the pale lips are not like a living person. Even Lin Hao himself was almost

unable to walk.

Bang ...... finally could no longer support Lin Hao, and his entire body fell straight down
to the ground. There was no strength to stand up anymore, and waves of severe pain from all

over his body wildly impacted his nerves. His entire consciousness was about to be
overwhelmed. ......
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At the moment Lin Hao fell, Lady You Zifei also stopped moving forward. She looked at Lin

Hao who was lying on the ground, frowned deeply, and a trace of displeasure flashed across her
face.

"Bring the wheelchair over!" The Purple Princess? The first thing that you need to know

is how to get the best out of your shoes. The company has been in the process of developing the
new product for the past two years.

The first time I saw it, I thought it would be a good idea for me to take it. The
company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the public. Yes,
these people lifted Lin Hao onto the wheelchair.

Lin Hao's anger and hatred grew stronger and stronger, and he couldn't move anymore,
but the hatred in his heart made his whole body tremble. He looked at You ZiFei's eyes, the
bone-deep hatred has been almost condensed into substance, he wanted to speak, but let his lips



tremble, but not even a sentence can be said, when forcibly opened his mouth, spit out not
words, only blood, a mouthful of blood ......

Even Lin Hao's life will be in danger if he continues like this, and at the moment Lin

Hao's life breath is starting to fall ......

Cang, who was in the council hall of the Lin Clan's ancestral mansion, looked up at the
front door and saw Princess You Zifei and Lin Hao.When he saw that Lin Hao was wounded like

that, and that Princess You Zifei was going to throw Lin Hao onto a chair for the wedding, the
corner of his mouth once again curved into a wry smile.

From the council hall of the Lin Clan's ancestral mansion, all the way to the Lin Clan's
ancestral mansion's entrance, the road was already covered with people, thousands of them.
These people are now looking at the scene outside the Lin Clan's ancestral home. There was even
a slight chill in their hearts. One must know that it was Lin Hao, who just a few days ago

became the forty-eighth head of the Lin Clan's sectional house. But now it is just like a dead

dog, accepting to be manipulated by others.

Outside the gate of the Lin family's ancestral home, You Zi-fei looked at Lin Hao who

was full of hatred and murderous intent and looked at her with that look. But she didn't move
at all, and didn't even look at Lin Hao directly. She just slanted a glance at Lin Hao with Yanjing
and said, "Lin Hao, if you are going to die today, you have to finish the wedding before you

die."

After you finished speaking, you took out a pill from your body and stuffed it into Lin

Hao's mouth, then your fingers quickly clicked on Lin Hao's body several times. After Lady
You Zifei stuffed the pill into his mouth, his Qi began to stabilize, but he couldn't move any
more. But he couldn't move a single bit anymore.



"This is the Pulse Sealing Finger, from now on, you can't move, you can't speak, don't
worry the Pulse Sealing Finger can only seal you for three hours at most, after three hours it will
be night, you can still move freely. Since you hate me so much, then now you simply do not

move anything ......" You Zifei continued coldly to Lin Hao said.

"After she said that, she didn't pay any attention to Lin Hao, but turned to the You

family behind Lin Hao and said something.

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services,
including a full range of products and services, including a full range of products and services.

A red wedding dress, ancient beauty, with a pale face, body can not move the groom

was pushed, walked into the wedding scene, this scene is as weird as it is ......
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"On the square outside the Lin Clan's ancestral mansion, a master of ceremonies from the You

Clan shouted, "I worship heaven and earth ....... As the master of ceremonies' words fell, both
You Zi-fei and Lin Hao knelt down and bowed deeply to the sky.

Of course, you Zi-fei naturally kneeled down and worshipped herself. Lin Hao ...... was
pressed by two members of the You family to kneel down and worship. The wedding was even
more bizarre now, as the beautiful bride did not even have a red cap on her head, and Sina was
even pressed down by someone alive while she was seriously injured and frequently died. The
people who came to attend the wedding today were all terrified. They all lowered their heads,
not even daring to look at it again.



Old Mrs. Lin looked at her own grandson being held down in such a humiliating and

absurd wedding ceremony. She was trembling with anger, and Lin Yan was silent as he watched
the scene in front of him, forcing the monstrous hatred to the bottom of his heart. JunWu Jing,
who was sitting on the guest seat, also lowered his head slightly, with a hint of complexity in

his eyes.

Lin Hao, the only one who can compete with him in this generation of Huaxia, endured
such humiliation again. To a certain extent, he, Jun Wu Jing, was able to feel Lin Hao's
unwillingness more.

In a trance, a scene of his acquaintance with Lin Hao could not help but appear in JunWu

Jing's mind. From a few months ago when he sent people to the Heavenly Sea to help Lin Hao,
to when he personally went to the Heavenly Sea City and confronted Lin Hao. Then he followed
Lin Hao to Western Europe to rescue Lin Yan. At that time, Lin Hao was so full of vigor, so
unstoppable. It was so shocking, but now he is being held down on the ground like a dead dog

to hold this extremely humiliating wedding. ......

Jun Wu Jing's eyes deeper more complex, incomparable emotion, the fist in the cuff,
slowly tightened some ......

The people who had heard of Lin Hao, met Lin Hao, and interacted with Lin Hao before

this moment, and even a few days ago, at this same location, came to attend Lin Hao's
appointment as the forty-eighth head of the Lin Clan. At this moment, their hearts were filled
with grief, and even some of them couldn't bear to look at the scene in front of them. It was a
generation of the greatest pride, and even in the hearts of the people it was bound to overshadow
Jun Wu Jing. Now it has fallen to this state, and the time for this transformation has only been

a few days.



Numerous people were sighing and lamenting in their hearts. Even Lin Yan, the father of
You Zifei, had a color of intolerance in his heart at this moment.

Only Cang!

Yes, only Cang is laughing, he is looking at the scene in front of him, looking at Lin Hao
who is enduring this boundless humiliation, he is laughing, laughing strangely, even in the
depth of his eyes, there is a touch of anticipation, as if he wants to see Lin Hao's next
picture ......

Cang was sitting on the throne, where Lin Yan or the old lady should have been sitting,
but now he was sitting there. The fact that Cang's unfamiliarity with him has made all the

guests and elders who came to attend Lin's wedding with the You family today? I'm not sure if

this is a good idea. The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the new product. The
reason for this is because no one knows the old man, who is still smiling at the moment.
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They felt a great terror from Cang's body, just like the terror of an ant on the ground when

facing a dragon in the sky. Usually the ants were too far away from the dragon to feel the might

of heaven, but when the dragon walked up to the ants, what happened? The ants didn't even
dare to look at them. Well, this is the mentality and feeling of the guests present now.

"It's just that at this moment, in the Lin Clan's ancestral home, although the wedding is

very strange, although the people who came to the wedding are also a group of big brothers, but
at this moment, no one dares to say anything. One by one, they were all silent. The only voice
in the room was that of the master of ceremonies from the You family. The speed of the

wedding, and the process was also carried out very fast, very fast. ......



With the words of the master of ceremonies, suddenly, you Zi-fei You hit Lin Hao, who
was being escorted by two You family members, and then came to Lin Yan. The two of them
were in the same room, and they were in the same room. I don't know what kind of technique

you used, but although Lin Hao was unable to move his whole body, his consciousness was
incredibly clear. At this moment, when Lin Hao was pressed by the two You family members in

front of Lin Yan, tears of blood flowed out of his eyes. Lin Hao stared at Lin Yan with a deadly

stare, tears of blood flowing from his eyes, his body was tense, trying his best to break through
the blockade of the You Zi Fei, his body was all trembling again at this moment ...... The two
people who were pressing down on him behind Lin Hao at this moment couldn't make Lin Hao
kneel down for a moment.

"Bye!!!" When the master of ceremonies in the distance saw that Lin Hao was slow to

kneel down, he frowned and shouted again.

Bang ...... The two You family members, at this moment, kicked Lin Hao in the shins

with all their strength. Lin Hao kneeled down in front of Lin Yan and You Hades with a thud.

The two of them have been in the same situation for a long time, but they are still in the
same situation. This is the first time I've ever been to a place like this. Lin Yan fiercely clenched
his teeth, and his mouth was already full of blood.

"After Lin Hao finished paying homage to You Zifei, the distant master of ceremonies
once again spoke loudly. In the next moment, with the master of ceremonies' words, Lin Hao's
body was again forcibly supported by the two You family experts, and turned to face the You Zi
Fei. The beautiful Concubine You Zifei also turned around to face Lin Hao.



You Violet Concubine took a deep breath, slowly bent down, and bowed her head to Lin

Hao. It was only the Violet Concubine that bowed, but this time no matter how hard the two

experts of the You family pressed Lin Hao, Lin Hao's head did not bow down to the Violet

Concubine. The monstrous hatred supported Lin Hao not to bow his head.

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the new product. The first time I
shouted, it was just that the two Youjia experts behind Lin Hao, still can not force Lin Hao to
bow.

"The first time I saw this, I thought it was a good idea to go to the bathroom.

Bang bang bang ...... At this moment, a sound of bone cracking actually came from

inside Lin Hao's body. The outside of his body also burst out a puff of blood mist, which
covered Lin Hao, and of course, some of it splashed onto the face of You Zi Fei.

You Zi-fei, who was bowing her head, suddenly felt a touch of coolness on her face, and
her body trembled, and that was a drop of Lin Hao's blood splashed on her pretty face.

You Zifei's heart was instantly moved, and slowly, keeping her husband and wife

worship posture for more than ten seconds, You Zifei slowly raised her head.

Then she was horrified to see that Lin Hao, who was covered in blood, with blood

pouring out of his mouth, and who was being pressed down by two You family experts with all

their might, was looking straight ahead, although Lin Hao's body was still unable to move
under the blockade of the You Violet Concubine's Seal Vein Finger, but he did not bow his head

and worship her ......



The sadness of the ...... wedding scene of Lin Hao made everyone deeply moved, and
Cang, who kept smiling, slowly withdrew his smile to .......
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You Zifei raised her head and looked into Lin Hao's eyes, her heart was shocked, her whole
body was deeply shocked, at this moment she had seen a death intent in Lin Hao's eyes, yes
death intent, even if he, Lin Hao, were to die, he would not be willing to worship her as husband
and wife. Even if all the big picture is in the hands of Princess You Zi today, it doesn't matter if
Lin Hao doesn't pay homage to her now, today's matter has already been covered by Jin's
coffin.

"Lin Hao ...... "At this moment, sitting under the stage, Yan Jing stared at him, his heart
was also deeply shocked, he did not think that Lin Hao was stronger than him at any time

before, but now he admitted that Lin Hao was stronger than him. It was unclear why, it was just
a sad scene in front of him.

"Concubine ......" You Zifei couldn't bear to look at it anymore, murmured a sentence

and slowly closed his eyes.

You Zifei was silent, her white pretty face with a few drops of Lin Hao's blood silent.
She looked deeply at Lin Hao and felt Lin Hao's inner determination, and her eyes slowly

moistened.

One second, two seconds? Serving Xi Shandi Shanzhai Serving Er? Zhong ...... more
than ten seconds passed, You Zi Fei turned her head to the master of ceremonies, and nodded to
the You family master of ceremonies.



The next moment the pyloric master of ceremonies, tugging his voice loudly shouted,
"Ritual completion! I declare that from now on, Lin Hao and Princess You Zi are husband and

wife!"

This wedding was already getting stranger and stranger by the day. After that You
family master of ceremonies announced the ceremony, You Zi Fei actually just left Lin Hao

behind and walked over to Cang. Lin Hao, on the other hand, was taken by those two You

family experts to Lin Yan's direction, and then this whole wedding process, which lasted less

than ten minutes, was done.

After Lin Hao was brought to Lin Yan's side, his eyes were still staring at You Zi Fei,
which were filled with monstrous hatred and cold killing intent, and he looked at You Zi Fei as

if he could devour all of You Zi Fei at any time. It was just that to his hate-filled intent,
Concubine You Zi didn't care at all. Instead, she continued to walk towards Cang.

Cang, who was sitting on the throne, watched as Princess You Zi walked towards him,
looking at her obviously moist, sad eyes. He also frowned slightly.

Princess You Zifei took a cup of tea from the waiter beside her, walked up to Cang, and
under Cang's gaze, knelt down on the floor and held the tea in front of Cang with both hands.

Cang hesitated, and his frown deepened a little, it was a little inappropriate for Princess
You Zi, after the wedding, not to offer tea to Youxiu Lin Yan, but to come and offer him tea first.
But then Cang thought about it, You Zifei was taken away by him when she was very young and

has been living with him for so many years, he is nominally You Zifei's master, but in many
cases, he is actually more like You Zifei's father. You Hades only gave birth to Concubine You



Zi, while he raised Concubine You Zi.When he thought of this, Cang didn't say anything, so he
sat on the throne and took a sip of You Zi Concubine's cha.

It was just that when Cang finished drinking the tea, Concubine You Zi was still kneeling
in front of him. The frown on Cang's brow became even deeper, as he was the one who had
caused the wedding to be like this today. If he hadn't been so forceful in arranging it, then
Consort You Zifei should have given up and gone back to the mountains with him.

When he thought of this, Cang couldn't help but sigh, and with complicated eyes said

to Princess You Zi, "You're on your knees right now, are you blaming me? Blame me for forcing

you to marry the Lin family, right?"

You Zifei's body trembled lightly, but she did not speak, but lowered her head even

lower. She still maintained her kneeling posture.

You Violet Concubine was silent, Cang's frown deepened, both Cang and You Violet

Concubine did not speak, naturally the crowd in the arena did not dare to speak. They were all
quietly watching the scene before them.

Suddenly, the long black hair of Princess You Zifei, who was kneeling in front of Cang,
became white in front of everyone's eyes, and a trace of black blood flowed out from the corner

of her mouth.

"You, why ah ...... is it worth it? It shouldn't have been you, you've suffered so much

over the years and you're just now getting out, is it worth it for some of the emotions that were
made, and that aren't even yours?" As Cang looked at the state of You Zifei's body, he said,
black blood began to flow out of his mouth.



Chapter 790

The scene on the ...... stage, especially the one where Lady You Zifei and Cang were poisoned at
the same time, once again set off shock waves in the hearts of the crowd.

"Hey ......" on the other side of the stage, sitting on the other side of the You Hei,
sighed with extreme grief, and slowly stood up. The next moment the qi of the Underworld
exploded, and the qi of the Innate Master locked onto Cang's body. Miso ...... The next
moment You Hei even pulled out a long sword hidden in his waist, shimmering cold light, the
entire body has a smell of duel death.

The next moment, ......, Lin Yan's body erupted with great strength as he stood up, and
his injuries healed in an instant.

You Hou looked at You Zi Fei who was kneeling in front of Cang in great grief, opened
his mouth with difficulty and said to Lin Yan: "Lin Yan, it is your entire Lin Clan that owes my

family You'er ......".

Lin Yan paid a deep obeisance to the You Zi Concubine who was kneeling in front of
Cang: "Sorry, I'll repay the kindness in this world in the next ......".

The Underworld didn't even look at Lin Yan again, he didn't care now, his own daughter
was dying. He just wanted to kill that pale right now, everything was because of this man!



Yes, in today's situation, everything has been planned by Princess You Zifei. Everything
was arranged by her, and no one knew what was in her heart, no one knew, and no one

understood. If the most fundamental reason for the scene in front of her was the oath she made

to each other with Lin Hao when she was four years old, it was probably that.

"Brother Hao, when I grow up, I will marry you, be your wife, stay with you for the rest

of my life, accompany you, protect you, and not allow anyone to bully you ......"

At this moment, You Hei and Lin Yan, two of Yanjing's previous generation of
world-renowned heroes, had both stood up. The two of them are the two most powerful men in

the Yanjing generation, both of whom have risen to their feet. Cang was too strong, there was
probably no one in the world who knew more about Cang's strength than she herself, and
Cang's true realm was beyond innate. In a way, he was no longer even like a mortal. In today's
world, whether in the East or the West, there is only one person like Cang.

So it is almost impossible to poison Cang and not let him notice it. The only way to do
this is to block his own life ......

Slowly the black blood at the corners of Concubine You's mouth became more and more

numerous, even as it flowed beneath her, forming a small puddle on the ground. The breath on

Concubine You Zi's body grew weaker and weaker, until her consciousness completely
disappeared. At the last moment of her death, she closed her eyes, with a single tear running

down the corner of her eye.

She didn't say another word until the last moment before her death, not even to Lin Hao,
not even to the Underworld, not to anyone. She just died quietly.



And at this moment, Lin Hao, who was watching the scene in front of him, the hatred
in his eyes disappeared, and his entire body was completely stupid, and even his mind could no

longer function at this moment.

The breath on Cang's body was also dropping, and there was endless sentimentality in

his eyes, slowly? Closed love love land land whisk Wu cover? The first time I saw him, I
thought, "I'm not going to be able to do anything about it.

Boom ...... Just at the moment when Cang's words fell, another powerful and profound

atmosphere rose up in the arena. The next moment Jun Wu Jing slowly stood up, took a step
forward and paused as he walked past Lin Hao, "You Zi Fei used the Pulse Sealing Finger on you,
I should have thought of that earlier, hey ......"
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